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SECTION - A

.- (Answerthe following questions intwo or threesenlences. Each question carries
- 2 marks.) (2x10=20 Marks)

1. Define binomial distribution.

2. Whal is the drawback ot point estimates ?

3. Explain the characteristics of normal distribution.

4. What is critical value ?

5. Define statistical quality control.

6. What is mean ?

7. Brielly write about the statistical tools available in SPSS.

^ 8. What are the ditferent types of graphs available in SPSS ?

9. What is Poisson distribution ?

' 10. Whal is interval estimate ?

SECTION -B
(Answerany five of the following questions.) (515=25 Marks)

11. Mr. Gupta applies for a personal loan of Rs. 1,50,000 from a nalionalized bank to
repair his house. The loan offer informed him that over the years, bank has
received about 2920 loan applications per year and that the probability of approval
was, on average above 0.85
a) Mr. Gupta wants to know the average and standard deviation of the number o{

. loans approved per year.
b) Suppose bank actually received 26 loan applications per year with an

approval probability ol 0.82. What are the mean and standard deviation now ?
P.T.O.
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12. Explain the characterisiic oI Normal Distributlon.

13. Out o120000 customefs ledger accounts sample of 600 accounts was taken to
test the accuracy ol posting and balancing wherein 45 mistakes were lound.
Assign limits within which the number of delective cases can be expected al 95
per cent level oI confidence.

'14. 200 digits are chosBn at random lrom a set o, tables. The frequencies of the
digits are as follows :

Digit: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Frequency: 18 '19 B 21 16 252n 21 15

Use the 12 (chi-square) test to assess the corrections of the hyiothesis that the
digits were distributed in equal numbers in the tables from which they were
chosen.

What are the limitalions ol Statistioal Ouality Control ?

The mean ol binomialdistibution is 40 and the standard deviation is 6. Calculate
n, p and q.

A random sample of 50 sales irivoices was taken from a large population of sales
invoices. The average value was found to be Rs. 2,000 with a standard deviation
o, Rs. 90. Find a 90 per cent confidence intervalfor the true mean value ol all
the sales.
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15.

16.

17.

18. Give a briet notes on the leatures ol SPSS.

SECTION -C

(Answerany two of the following questions.) (2x15=30 Marks)

19. The personnel department ol an organization would like to estimate the lamily
dentalexpenses of its employees to determinethe feasibility otproviding a dental
insurance plan a random sample of 10 employees reveals the lollowing family
dental expenses in the previous year: 11, 37, 25,62, 51,21,18,43,3?,20.

Set up a 99 per cent confidence interval of the average family dental expenses
for the employees otthis organization.
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20. To test the desirability of a certain modification in typist's desks, 9 typists were
given two tests of almost same nature, one on the desk in use and the other on
the new type.

The lollowing ditlerences in the numberof words typed per minute were remrded:

Typists : A B

lncrease in no. o, words : 2 4

C DE FGH I

0 3 -1 4 -3 2 5

Dothe data indicate that the modification in desk increases typing speed ?

21. A researcher wants to know whether the performance of the company belonging
to the automobile sector is independent of the location ol the company. He
developed a measure of performance on a nominal scale trom 1 to 3.
1-Representing loss 2-breakeuen and 3-profit. The location ol the {irm was put in
one of the two categories -1 representing low and 2-representing high income
countries. The data on these two variables, collected for45 corporations for a
parlicularyear. After usingthe Chi-square test in SPSS the output is as lollows :

Values df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sidod)

Pearson Chi- square 1 .'190 2 .552

Valid cases 45

You are asked to draw a flow chart to get the ChFsquare values in SPSS and
give yourconclusion based on the above SPSS output ?

Explain the advantages of non-parametric methods.22.


